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• Peers working towards 
independent and 
collective strategies 
and tactics

CEO

• Collaboration as a 
business –
collaboration to earn a 
yield on doing things 
collectively, with an 
advantage over doing 
things alone

Collaboration

• A unique space for 
doing work, different 
from the day-to-day 
but with the same 
goals: earn a return on 
our efforts 

Workshop

In the past I’ve gotten carried away and made 
this a presentation more than a workshop... 
so be prepared to speak up

KICKING OFF OUR 2015 PLANNING SEASON
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The Collaboration Workshop speaks to 
the essence of why credit unions own 
CU*Answers:  so that their voice is heard, 
their ideas are worked on, and their 
priorities are considered as part of 
everything this CUSO tries to accomplish

Customer Owner
Your

Agenda
Our

Agenda



Executive Study 
Groups

Getting ready for Year 3

As  CEOs, can we improve 
the program and get more 

from our investment?

Smart 
Offers

Internet Retailers know 
when to pitch an idea to 

their customer 

Let’s work on how offers are 
extended to members via 

It’s Me 247

How Do Members 
“Net” Out?

Profitability is a 
point of view 

Can we develop a new point 
of view as CEOs through a 

new database about 
owners?



EXECUTIVE STUDY GROUPS

Getting Ready for Year 3

As CEOs, can we improve the program and 
get more from our investment?

http://study.cuanswers.com/



Executive Study Groups
Our experience to date
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Two pilot programs for our executive study group 
concept – both were well received by users but 
have not yet yielded the punch I expected from 

executives studying together

http://study.cuanswers.com/

http://study.cuanswers.com/category/dashboard-dives-2014/
http://study.cuanswers.com/category/active-beta-series-2/


Our Pattern for Executive Study Webinars

First pass...

 CU*Answers facilitator introduces 
the tool and presents a value 
proposition to the CU audience 

 Why should the tool be used?

 What benefits should the tool 
give you?

 How could the tool be used for a 
credit union’s strategic thinking?

 The group can post their 
comments immediately for 
everyone analyze and consider 
for the second pass...

Second pass...

 CU*Answers facilitator reviews 
comments from the group 
 Facilitator tries to act as a 

catalyst to inspire CU-to-CU 
sharing 

 Our internal teams review the 
comments
 What value prop does the group 

actually recognize and verbalize?

 What insights will be useful for 
future development, for our 
documentation, or for promoting 
the value to the marketplace?

Speaking of what was vocalized by the group...7



How’s the feedback loop working for us as CEOs?
(Hint: the silence is deafening)

I think we’re missing the point on what an executive study group is 
about...these are not product demos, they’re collective brainstorming and 

product development sessions!8
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I hope you and your team 
will try to earn some 

money in 2015!

Quick sidebar...

Are you paying attention to these programs?

http://score.cuanswers.com/

http://score.cuanswers.com/
http://score.cuanswers.com/


We have a way to go to meet this vision

 Every year at CEO School we talk about how CEOs need to be part of 
our design team

 So most of the time when we interact, we do so with a focus on 
improvements, getting over hurdles so people will use it, and squeezing 
out the “focus group” value of CEOs as consumers

 What goals might we have for a different kind of interaction for all of us 
as a network of CEOs?
 Identifying our personal best practices

 Identifying our favorite processes around our commonalities

 Sharing our competitive advantages

 Targeting areas for leadership improvement

 Learning to barter opportunity

 Increasing our ability to get to market

 Extending our competitive horizons
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What should executives work on 
when they work together as 

executives?  It’s okay to get personal 
when you’re with peers – what do 

you hope for from peer interaction?



So how can we improve the series?

Do we need to move 
from a single 

presenter to a 
conversation between 

two people?

Participation is 
good, but are 

we reaching the 
right audience?

Are people ever going 
to share via a comment 
board?  Are we leaving 
the comment period 
open long enough?

What is the best time of the month, 
best day of the week, best time of 

day for these sessions?

Why did you, personally, 
not participate?  How can I 

get you to participate in 
2015?
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Active beta options introduced so far
LFP Rate Dashboards
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Login to CU*BASE > #4 CU Management 
Processing > #5 Learn from a Peer

If you assign this to your day-to-day tactical people, you 
probably missed the boat and didn’t get much return – these 
dashboards are about what is happening across a network of 

125+ CUs in one view

It’s not just about rates, it’s about how value is packaged, 
how complex or diverse you might be, and how you might 

find a hint in what to change as you move forward

This work is for analytical minds with a competitive drive



Active Beta You Have Now 
Enhancements Coming Next Week!
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Login to CU*BASE > #4 CU Management 
Processing > #1 Mgmt Processing & Active Beta

With the 14.3 release next week, Where Your 
Members Shop will include ACH payments, 

and Targeted Tiered Score Analysis will include 
a filter for employee type (Walking in the 

Members’ Shoes)

New!

New!

Enhanced!

Enhanced!



Easy access to the feedback loop from CU*BASE
No excuses!

14 http://study.cuanswers.com/

Login to CU*BASE > #4 CU Management 
Processing > #1 Mgmt Processing & Active Beta



CU*Answers Internal 
Business Development

 We’re trying to identify 
leaders who can declare 
themselves to be business 
developers

 As a study group, we are 
reviewing the art form of 
business development and 
how it applies here at 
CU*Answers

 What are you doing to call out 
business development as a 
talent that your credit union 
can count on?

 Would you like to join us in a 
joint project?

15



ARE YOU AN

INTERNET RETAILER?
3 PROJECTS EVERY CEO SHOULD TRACK

 Inventory Your Internet Retailer Capabilities

 Smart Offers

 Online Membership Opening



Are you an Internet Retailer?
If not, do you realize how you’re being influenced by Internet retailers?

 When I posed this question at the Leadership Conference, I never 
imagined so many people would use it against me

 Now when CUs want me to consider their ideas, they start with, “If we’re 
going to be an Internet retailer, we need…”

 Let’s chat about 3 projects I think CEOs should pay particular attention 
to in 2015 and beyond

 Have you 
brainstormed 
with your team 
on this 
question? 

17

This presentation 
will be posted on 

the CEO Strategies 
materials page



3 Projects 

CEOs Should 

be Tracking 

INVENTORY YOUR INTERNET

RETAILER CAPABILITIES

18

What your member can apply for, change, 
get, or learn from inside your online store



Inventory Your Internet Retailing Capabilities

 Most CUs have never 
inventoried the big 
categories that their 
Internet store (branch, 
etc.) can actually do

 Off the top of your head, 
can you do a good job in 
identifying your 
inventory of capabilities 
presented through 
online channels?
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It’s not enough to say you are 
doing business on the Internet, 
you have to prove it . . . to earn 

the title of Internet Retailer, you 
have to do some work

What can your members apply for?
•What processes can kick off on the Internet or 

through an app?
•Are they offered based on the member’s situation?
•Are they ready to make a decision or affirm the 

member moving to the next step?

What can your members change about their 

relationship with your CU?
•Does the member request the change or make the 

change?

What can your members get from your CU?
•Do you really have fulfillment on the Internet?

What can members learn about your CU?
•Have you identified the key information necessary 

for members to close the deal in their own mind?
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I believe you need physical 
evidence that you’ve done this 

inventory and thought it through, 
before you can give a speech 
with the facts that prove you 
understand your capabilities

Inventory Your 
Internet Retailing 
Capabilities

From Your 
Websites 

(Desktop and 
Mobile)
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I believe you need physical 
evidence that you’ve done this 

inventory and thought it through, 
before you can give a speech 
with the facts that prove you 
understand your capabilities

Inventory Your 
Internet Retailing 
Capabilities

From 
It’s Me 247 

(Desktop and 
Mobile)
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I believe you need physical 
evidence that you’ve done this 

inventory and thought it through, 
before you can give a speech 
with the facts that prove you 
understand your capabilities

Inventory Your 
Internet Retailing 
Capabilities

From Your 
Third-Party 

Internet 
Offerings



 Are you an Internet retailer?  
Take this test:

 Do you see the different risk, 
but accept and compensate 
for it?

 Do you consider it an offensive 
strategy you default to?

 Are you open for business to 
any opportunity that finds its 
way to you?
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Once again, I would approach 
this by trying to get my team to 

document the answers…

Don’t forget the Internet 
Retailer test



 List the top 5-10 risks in being an 
Internet Retailer that are 
different from the risks of a 
traditional financial institution

 Identify what makes a strategy 
offensive or defensive in nature –
list 5 of your current offensive 
strategies and 5 current defensive 
strategies

 How do you throttle the amount 
of opportunity that flows through 
your credit union factory?  Is it 
about the efficiency and the 
close?  Or is it about filtering 
through as much opportunity as 
you possible can?

24

Over the next several years, 
CU*Answers and all of its partners 

will shift our capabilities towards 
manufacturing opportunity via the 

‘Net – let’s get started in 2015

Don’t forget the Internet 
Retailer test
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Watch your email for more info soon!

Two contests on the drawing board for Internet Retailers

Contest #1 

Blurring the lines between a classic 
website & the online banking paradigm

 Spring 2015 (contest period TBD)

 Submit up to 5 ideas on how a CU 
web page could be embedded into 
It’s Me 247

 Where it goes in the navigation

 Purpose of the page

 What you are selling

 Smart links to It’s Me 247 features

 Extra points for style and visuals

 What if you could authenticate 
members on your website?  Can we 
build a process to do just that in the 
future?

Contest #2

Paying members to comment and submit 
ideas for evolution

 Spring 2015 (contest period TBD)

 Submit unique ways for CU*Answers to 
use CollabRebate concepts with CU 
members

 Could we use Idea Forms in It’s Me 247
products?

 What would comment boards look like?

 Can we open the gates for member 
comments and actually respond for 
success?

 If it works for hotels, would it work for a 
CU Internet Retailer?  (I wonder what 
Chatter Yak might think about this)
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TNT (Teach, Negotiate, Tell) is the catalyst to all 
business interactions…what are the TNT tactics 

that create member conversations?

 Can you get members to affirm what 
you already know about them?

 Would a member want to know more 
about the score you have on file?

 Would that conversation lead to an 
opportunity to update what you have 
on file, or even to a new loan?

 Could seeing a graph of how often 
you’ve updated their score lead to a 
discussion about their long-term 
relationship with you?

 Can you sell them on your state of 
readiness to always be the lender of 
choice?

Internet Retailers design opportunities for members 
to tell them more



3 Projects 

CEOs Should 

be Tracking 

SMART OFFERS
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Internet Retailers know when to pitch an idea to 
their customer – let’s  work on how offers are 
extended to members via It’s Me 247



It started with Smart Messages
Prescreening members for services they should have

 Rule #1: Run a test on the member and show them something to do

 A single test: do they have something already or not?  

 Run that same test against a list of services the member might or might not 
have already

 Randomly display different visual messages to encourage the member to act

28

Doc available on our website!



It started with Smart Messages
Prescreening members for services they should have

 Rule #2: Never present a 
message without presenting 
a corresponding action 

 Go get it!  Sign up!

29



Smart Offers
In this context, an “offer” means “do you want to get started?”

 Remember, these are members we KNOW

 The system can run tests against the member’s status and present multiple 
scenarios for what the member might do during this visit to our Internet 
store

 What might the member want?

 Example:  Open a checking account

 Does it require the member to actively apply or simply qualify to get it?

 Take the member to a loan app screen or take them to opening a checking 
account

 What are the requirements to present the next step and encourage the 
member to keep going? 

 Age, good credit, length of membership, etc.

30

Smart Offers are one step smarter 
than Smart Messages



Smart Offers
Prescreening members for potential opportunities

 Rule #1: Run a test on the member and show them something to do

 Multiple tests: age, credit score, previous behavior, current account 
statuses, Tiered Service level, recent application outcomes, etc.

 Run a similar series of tests against a list of services the credit union might 
want to offer the member, with the best chance that the member can get 
what they want

 Randomly display different visual messages to encourage the member to act

31

A good Internet Retailer would not 
underwrite customer opportunities 

in only one way

Do you have a method for saying 
yes to new people that differs from 

saying yes to members that have 
been with you for years?



 Rule #2: Never present a 
message without presenting a 
corresponding action 

 Apply!  Open it now!

32 We still have a lot of work to do…

Smart Offers
Prescreening members for potential opportunities



 How can you say Yes to more, when it’s your member who’s asking?

33

Smart Offers
Prescreening members for potential opportunities

Give us your
Smart Offer 

wish list!



Smart Messages and Smart Offers

Have we been too subtle?
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First we have to build the engines to run the tests 
and link to the message and offer

When that’s done, we should think through 
another round of presentation designs

Not-so-subtle 
Smart Message 

Idea #1

Not-so-subtle 
Smart Message 

Idea #2



Can we do this in CU*BASE?  Should we?
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Next Suggested Product
(Targeted to a CU-defined 
list…stops appearing if the 
member’s not interested)

Smart Offers
(Presented to any member 
who passes the tests…but 
may still appear even after 

the member responds)

Should we?



3 Projects 

CEOs Should 

be Tracking 

ONLINE MEMBERSHIP OPENING
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We’ve accepted the challenge to build a 
process to open new memberships online, 
and have that become a core competency of 
every CU*BASE credit union



Building a new online membership opening process

A. To date, most CUs have used a 
variation on a form to process a 
new membership application

 A generic web form which delivers 
app info to a queue that is re-keyed 
into CU*BASE once the application 
is approved – all manual

 The OBC membership application 
which feeds data directly into the 
CU*BASE online requests queue – a 
smart process to complete the app

B. The setup of why a member 
would join, how to get them to 
the form, etc., is designed by 
the CU’s web designer

 To this point, the CU has been 
on their own – it is two 
separate processes, not well 
coordinated
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As we build the new online membership opening process, we’re going to 
coordinate both parts A and B

 The new process will be well coordinated to ensure that all of the necessary 
steps are completed to move a non-member to membership status, with as 
much automation and customization as possible

 It’s a big development project
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OBC Membership Application (A)
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OBC Membership Application (A)
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Generic Web Form (B)



Building a 
new online 
membership 
opening 
process

The left-brain stuff…

Tactical, fixed steps 
that emulate an 
employee’s work to 
open a membership

The right-brain stuff…

Creative, visual, and 
with salesmanship flair 
to fulfill the hopes of 
the member in getting 
what they want

41

Required

Configurable



 There are at 
least 10 major 
functions in the 
new 
membership 
opening process

 It sounds 
manageable, but 
let’s take a look 
at how we will 
approach just 
writing the 
spec…
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Building a new online membership opening process



 When we’re done with the online membership opening project, we will 
have tools to 

 Authenticate individual identities – take the chance they are who they say 
they are

 Collect money from people who may not have accounts with us

 Automate the creation of It’s Me 247 credentials and log a person in

 Fund deposits and payments with non-credit union money

 Deliver a person to a specific feature in It’s Me 247 when they sign on (like 
going directly to opening a checking account)

 Post a deposit or payment against a receivable for the credit union’s 
accounting

 Exchange documents with an individual and place them in the proper 
storage vault

 ...all of which will also be available 
for third parties to use, not just us

43

The point of the membership opening project isn’t 
really opening new memberships...
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Where else do we get membership leads?
When they don’t come to your branch or a website

SEG meetings

Community festivals

Employers
University events, 

new student 

orientations

Boat shows, 

home shows



 Import prospects into your CU*BASE New 
Membership Application 

 Import a comma-delimited file (.CSV), 
such as an Excel spreadsheet

 Requires at least a first name, last name, 
and either an email address or phone 
number

 Can also optionally pull in address, phone 
and cell phone, birthdate, and SSN

(If you don’t supply a SSN, a temporary 
imitation one is generated during the upload 
process, to be updated before you approve 
the new membership)

 Enter a reference and dept/sponsor code 
if desired, to allow for tracking later
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Just like an online membership app, you 
can work these leads with a smart process 

instead of a completely manual one

Where else do we get membership leads?
When they don’t come to your branch or a website

Coming next 
week with 

14.3!



HOW DO MEMBERS

“NET OUT”?

Profitability is a point of view – can we 
develop a new point of view as CEOs 

through a new database about owners?



 How many of your members are net borrowers right now?

 How many of your members are net savers?

 What is the average daily balance of a net borrower?  Of a net saver?

 What are the answers to these same questions for business members?  For 
Platinum members?  For members with a car loan?  For members who…?

 What are the cash-flow differences for net borrowers vs. net savers?

 What are the credit score commonalities for net savers?  For net 
borrowers?

 What are the account mix commonalities for either group? What 
membership traits do they have tin common?

 If we looked at 200 CUs, could we correlate profitability to the 
percentage of net borrowers among their members?
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From a co-op standpoint, how do you identify 
members based on their ultimate relationship with 

a financial institution?  

The difference between borrowers and savers

How do members “net out”?  
What would you do if you knew?



 Over the past few years we’ve spent a lot of analytical analysis time on 
understanding members relationship indicators

 Products and services used, direct account analysis, people demographics, 
account performance (delinquency, etc.), transactional analysis, credit score 
trending, etc.

 But we haven’t spent a lot of time looking at how member relationships 
net out as a net borrower or a net saver

 ASAP concepts say we should ask the question, see the answer, act on the 
answer, and profit from being in the know

 Why do you think this has not been a bigger demand by credit union 
executives?

 What new tactics might you employ if you knew?

 It makes sense that lifecycle conditions mean that members will move from 
one group to the other, maybe multiple times over their relationship with 
the credit union

 Are you tracking where you should be when they do?
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Can we crack the code on member patronage?



 What about using this database for 
profitability analysis?

 Could we use this database to redesign 
patronage dividend concepts?

 What about using it as the foundation 
for PFM presentations online?

 What if you could see what members’ 
interest and dividend cash-flows mean 
to you?

 It’s daily, every day of the year – what 
else should we add to this database?
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Let’s take a look at what the 
developers are working on…

Let’s take a look in the CU*Answers Analytics 
Laboratory…
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Can we crack the code on member patronage?



 No matter the dashboard, our goal is 
to allow you to run 4 consistent 
analytical approaches against any 
population of members you can 
identify

 Coming in 2015: Enter a file name you 
created (via Member Connect, Query, 
etc.), and run these same analyses

 Gathering data is not an analytical 
process – analyzing data is

 Remember our goals:

51 More about this in CEO School

Common Bonds
4 consistent views for any group

Gathering Data (reduce $ cost)

Analyzing Data   (increase time)

Acting on Data (multiply the events)





 Materials covered in today’s session will be posted online on the Events > 
CEO Strategies page:

http://cuanswers.com/events/ceo-strat/ceo-
strategies-week-2014/



 Go to school on each other, and earn more

 Increase their talent, and plan to build even more talent with their staff

 Pool their money, pool their ideas, and inspire the best of the network to 
bring opportunities to us all

WHAT SHOULD CEOS DO WHEN THEY GET TOGETHER?
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